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SECTION – A
Answer (a) The contact ratio is defined as the ratio of the length of arc of contact (from lowest point
to the highest point at contact exit) to the circular pitch. In other words, contact ratio is the average
number of teeth in mesh during a contact cycle.
Answer (b) The basic rack is a segment of a gear of infinite radius belonging to a system of conjugate
gearing in which the tooth profiles are such that any one gear will mate with any other. The pitch line of
the basic rack is a straight line. The basic rack of involute gears has straight-sided profiles.
Answer (c) Pressure angle in relation to gear teeth, also known as the angle of obliquity, is
the angle between the tooth face and the gear wheel tangent. It is more precisely the angle at a pitch
point between the line of pressure (which is normal to the tooth surface) and the plane tangent to the
pitch surface.
Answer (d) The profile of gear teeth are designed such that they will produce constant angular velocity
ratio during meshing, and this is called conjugate action.The profile of the meshing teeth are said to be
conjugate profile.
Answer (e) The arc of approach is the arc of pitch circle through which a tooth moves from its
beginning of contact until the point of contact arrives at the pitch point.

SECTION – B
Answer (2a)

Answer (2b)

Answer (2c)

Answer (2d)

same steps used as question (2c)

SECTION – C
Answer (3a)
Involute

Cycloidal

Pressure angle remains same throughout the
operation

Pressure angle keeps on changing during the
operation. The angle is maximum at the start
and end of engagement. It is zero at pitch
point.

Teeth are weaker

Teeth are stronger

It is easier to manufacture due to convex
surface

It is difficult to manufacture due to
requirement of hypocycloid and epicycloids.

The velocity is not affected due to variation
in centre distance

The centre distance should remains the same

Interference takes place

There is no interference

More wear and tear as contact takes place
between convex surfaces

Less wear and tear as concave flank makes
contact with convex flank.

Answer (3b)same steps used as question (2c)
Answer (4a)

Answer (4b)

Answer (5a) same steps used as question (2c)

Answer (5b)

